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In the quest to seek ever higher profit margins, private companies and corporations 

have sought new ways to gain insight into the mind of consumers and entice them to buy 

products and services. Birthing whole industries dedicated to collecting and selling consumer 

information. Creating, so called, personalized advertising, that shows consumers tailored made 

ads based on internet histories, demographics, and maybe even eavesdropped conversations. 

Attempting to gain even more insight into the consumers thought process, companies have 

now turned towards brain imaging and neruoscientific theories in what has been dubbed: 

Neuromarketing.  

Neuromarketing uses brain imaging technology, and theories of how humans process 

information and make economic decisions, to develop advertisements that are more effective 

at enticing consumers to buy a product or service. I propose that the use of neuroscience in 

advertising justifies new ethical reflections on ad regulation.  Examining neuromarketing in light 

of medical advertisements aimed at patients, demonstrates this need to re-evaluate how we 

protect vulnerable populations.  

 Two broad categories of neuroimaging exist that are implemented in neuromarketing. 

The first, measures electrical activity occurring in the brain through electroencephalography 

(EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). Think skull cap with all the wires hanging off of it. 

The second, functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) measures metabolic processes. 

Think of giant round machines and colorful images of brains. These technologies are used to 

correlate a brain image with a response or action, allowing for a database that can quickly 

match brain images with correlative neurological states, for instance a certain brain image 

denotes the subject experiencing happiness.  
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 The immediate benefit of neuromarketing is in validating current practices and 

retrieving knowledge in a quicker, cheaper, and more effective manner. Essentially, a company 

can create multiple ads with small differences or edits, and test them on individuals while 

scanning their brain. They can then select an ad that causes a desired neurological state based 

on self-reports by the subjects. Eventually, when a database of brain images becomes large 

enough, we won’t even need consumer self-reporting, just an image of a brain. Allowing a 

series of advertisements to be tested simultaneously, and the most effective selected, in a 

quick time frame, because consumers don’t need to be asked about their opinion, we just need 

to scan their brain.   

The future potential for neuromarketing is in capitalizing on ‘hidden’ information. Brain 

imaging technology allows researchers to explore consumers experience of the entire 

consumption process, paving the way for novel brain-based measures that can “serve as a marker 

of engagement.” When this occurs, we are measuring and using something the consumer 

themself may not even be capable of recognizing through self-reflection. A real life case of 

mind-reading so to speak.  

 Now having an idea of what neuromarketing is, and what it is now and soon capable of, I 

want to turn towards examining the ethics of neuromarketing with an emphasis upon protecting 

vulnerable individuals. 
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 In brief I argue the following: Neuroscience has provided evidence that emotion plays a 

larger part in consumer behavior than previously thought.1-
2

3 Content created using 

neuromarketing techniques have been shown to produce emotion in consumers, creating tailored 

emotional memories about a product. Patients, by the nature of illness, are particularly vulnerable 

to claims and emotions relating to healing, and therefore could be overtly or implicitly 

influenced to desire certain medical procedures or prescription drugs as a consequence of 

advertising. In the medical setting, patient autonomy is a right that ought to be respected, 

promoted, and protected.4 Therefore, in order to prevent manipulation and safe guard patient’s 

autonomy, appropriate regulations should be enacted.  

 Let’s unpack this. Previous consumer behavioral theory posited that the purchasing 

process was dictated by reason and rational thought, and therefore to entice consumers to 

purchase a product one must appeal to the products’ logical benefits.5 Consumer neuroscience, 

however, has increasingly shown that the process is emotional, and that the brain uses short cuts 

to make quicker decisions.6 We’ve all seen this shift in thought. Ads in the 50’s, 60’s and into 

the 70’s were all about the rational reason to buy something. Why buy this toaster? Because It 

will save you five minutes in the morning and that’s five extra minutes with the kids, and family 

is important. Yet, in the late 70’s into the present ads are more emotional. Why buy our 

deodorant? Because look at this suave man, you too can be sexy, confident, and successful, if 

                                                

1 Bridger., 4.  
2Gerald Zaltman. How Customers Think (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2003).  
3  Andrew R. Thomas.  “Chapter 1 Introduction” in Ethics and Neuromarketing (Switzerland: Springer Press, 2017): 

1.  
4 Tom L. Beauchamp, James F. Childress. Principles of Biomedical Ethics. (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2009)  
5 Bridger., 3.  

6 Thomas., 1.   
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you buy our deodorant, the ladies will fawn over you.  The power in this shift can be seen by the 

influence of intentionally placed emotional pictorial elements in, and the context of, 

advertisements. 

In an experiment measuring bias based on context framing, Deppe et al., had participants 

rate fictional headlines framed by the typeset and cover of four German magazines of differing 

credibility.7 If framing the headlines in the context of magazines had no role in their perception 

and processing, than no significant differences between the four bias values should exist.8 The 

results indicated, however, that the magazines framing the information had a strong influence in 

their believability. 9 Deppe et al. concluded that, “this framing effect can strongly confound the 

individual’s decisions on a neural level and a behavioral level as well. 10  

Turns out something is more believable when found in the New York Times or Wall Street 

Journal than when in People, or The National Inquirer.  

 In addition to context, the elements within an advertisement also factor into its reception. 

Omhe, Matukin, and Szczurkin found that a prime stimulus in an advertisement for Sony Bravio 

televisions evoked strong positive reactions which enhanced reception of brand information.11 A 

prime stimulus is an element of an advertisement meant to prepare the viewer for reception of 

information (e.g. brand identity, product benefits etc.). In this case, the prime stimulus was a frog 

suddenly appearing in the advertisement. While a frog seems to have nothing to do with cutting 

edge plasma televisions, Omhe et al. concluded that the frog played an integral role in reception 

                                                

7 M. Deppe et al. “Evidence for a neural correlate of a framing effect: Bias-specific activity in the ventromedial 
prefrontal cortex during credibility judgements.” Brain Research Bulletin 67, (2005): 413-421.  

8 Ibid., 419.  
9 Ibid., 419.  
10 Ibid., 420.  
11 Rafal Ohme, Michal Matukin, Tomasz Szczurko. “Neurophysiology unvocers secrets of TV commercials,” Der 

Markt 49, no 3-4 (2010). 
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of other portions of the ad. This study demonstrates that elements of an advertisement seemingly 

disparate from the product can play a profound role in consumer reception, and, these elements 

can be intentionally screened for. 

It’s clear that advances in neuromarketing are granting advertisers increasing control over 

what message the viewer will receive, and how it will influence their perception of products. 

This level of control will only strengthen as consumer neuroscience discovers more about human 

behavior. This reality should be concerning when reflecting on the vulnerability of patients.  

 The nature of illness, as a universal human phenomenon, is one of vulnerability.12 As 

Pellegrino and Thomasma explain, an ill person is in a “uniquely dependent, anxious, vulnerable, 

and exploitable state.”13  Illness entails an assault upon the whole person, where their unity of 

mind, body, and spirit, is interrupted, disrupted, and made adversarial by a dis-ease that 

accompanies illness.14 Where the body or mind was once in harmony with the self, illness 

frustrates patients goals and pursuits, requiring a new vision of self that corresponds with a 

diminished capacity.15 Runners confined to wheelchairs, intellectuals no longer able to focus, 

lively hoods stolen; illness compromises many of the central things which define individuals.  

 This experience of profound vulnerability carries with it an existential inequality.16 

Facing loss of freedom, even if only temporarily, moves pursuits of relief, cure, and return to 

previous well-being, into the center of a patient’s preoccupation.17 Illness forces the patient to 

                                                

12 Edmund Pellegrino and David Thomasma, The Virtues In Medical Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1993): 35 

13 Ibid., 35 

14 Ibid., 129. 
15 Ibid., 130.  
16 Ibid., 42.  
17 Ibid., 42. 
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reach out and rely on another who professes to have the needed knowledge and skill to bring 

about healing; creating an inherent power imbalance.18  

 In Principles of Biomedical Ethics, Beauchamp and Childress define personal autonomy 

as, “self-rule that is free from both controlling interference by others and limitation that prevent 

meaningful choice.”19 Autonomy, as prima facie principle, is assigned great value in the medical 

context and the culture at large. Indeed, one of the goals of medical treatment is to restore, 

protect, and promote the patient’s decision-making capacity.20  But, does the patient’s 

compromised autonomy justify paternally banning medical advertisements? 

 Dworkin, in Paternalism, argued that paternal interference in an individual’s autonomy is 

justified in three scenarios. (1) When a decision would mean an irreversible fate or cause 

extreme difficulty in returning to the original position, such as surgical interventions or drug 

schedules that cannot simply be ceased (2) when a decision is made under extreme sociological 

or psychological pressure, pressures to heal or get better (3) and when the dangers of the decision 

are not adequately known, without a medical professional most patients do not know the risks 

and benefits of treatments. Drug ads that have side effects that start with diahrea and end in 

death, but we couldn’t catch what came in-between.  These difficulties facing patients in relation 

to these categories, can only be solved through a relationship with a medical professional who 

understands their vulnerability and seeks to act beneficently.  

 Medical advertisements pose a risk to patients by influencing their decision-making 

process, and under Dworkin’s categories paternal influence is justified. However, distinctions 

                                                

18 Ibid., 42.  
19 Beauchamp., 101.  
20 Pellegrino, Virtue, 194.  
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must be made to be clear what actions should be taken, and what medical advertisements should 

be regulated.  

 To begin, banning all medical advertisements because they use neuromarketing would 

pose several difficulties. How can ads created with neuromarketing be distinguished from non-

neuromarketing ads? What process for approval would advertisements go through? Should all 

medical procedures and medications be banned from advertising? An astute listener will, at this 

point, undoubtable critique my characterization of patient vulnerability. Surely, not all patients 

suffer from life altering conditions, a headache cannot be compared to cancer and neither can the 

risks of Tylenol be compared to that of chemotherapy drugs.  Given these valid critiques, I 

propose the following demarcation: advertising for surgical procedures, and medications 

requiring a prescription, should be prohibited regardless if they utilize neuromarketing or not. I 

make this distinction based on the role of the physician. Over the counter medicine does not 

require a prescription, because a physician has been deemed unnecessary for patients to make 

their own autonomous decisions. Further, this distinction and blanket ban of all advertisements 

regardless of neuromarketing, is meant to draw a clear and transparent delineation between what 

is permissible and what is not. It is too burdensome to be effective to attempt to separate 

advertisements based on methods used in development, therefore it is more advantageous to ban 

or regulate, all advertisements that are aimed at a vulnerable population.  

 To give an example of how ads have directly affected the patient population we can 

compare prescription rates between similar demographics in a country where it is legal to 

advertise pharmaceuticals (United States), and a country where it is illegal (Canada).  

 Mintzes et al. compared prescription rates of primary doctors in Sacramento, California 

and Vancouver, British Columbia. Patients 18 years and older were asked to fill out a survey 
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before seeing their primary care physician, and the physicians were asked to fill out a survey 

after seeing their patient.21 By paring patient and physician responses they were able to 

determine who was exposed to medical direct to consumer advertising (DTCA).22 Exposure to 

DTCA was higher in Sacramento — 7.2% of Sacramento patients requested advertised drugs 

(n=682) compared to the 3.3% of Vancouver patients (n=748). Mintzes et al. found that patients 

with higher self-reported exposure to advertising, and/or conditions that were potentially 

treatable by advertised drugs, requested more advertised medicines.23 They concluded that the 

results suggest “more advertising leads to more requests for advertised medicines, and more 

prescriptions.”24 Beyond an increase in prescriptions, which lends credence to the ability of 

marketers to influence consumers, DTCA also downplays risks and exaggerates benefits.25 

Advertisements clearly effects how patients interact in the clinical setting, and expose patients to 

undisclosed risks. 

 My conclusion is that we should ban medical advertising. Now, this isn’t really a 

controversial stance, and you don’t really need to rely on the consequences neuromarketing to 

arrive at it. But I think this process of re-thinking medical ads in light of neuromarketings 

growing influence opens doors to look at other types of advertisements. In recent years, many 

questions have arisen concerning intentional political propaganda being spread on social media. 

Traditional political ads as well are no longer necessarily wed to pure facts, often having an 

emotional element weaved into them. Perhaps, we should begin to re-examine which areas of our 

                                                

21 Barbara Mintzes. “How does direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA) affect prescribing? A survey in primary care 
environments with and without legal DTCA,” Canadian Medical Association Journal 169, no. 5 (2003).  

22 Ibid., 1. 
23 Ibid., 1. 
24 Ibid., 1 
25 Joel Lexchin and Barbara Mintzes. “Direct-to-Consumer Advertising of Prescription Drugs: The Evidence Says 

No,” Journal of Public Policy and Marketing vol. 21, 2 (2002).  
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society should be free of certain manipulative forces, not unlike the heavy restrictions on 

tobacco, alcohol, and child product advertisements. As we unlock more knowledge about the 

way humans reason and make economic 
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